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Background: Despite the recent technological developments, radiation exposure of coronary CT angiography still raises concerns. The latest 
and very promising technique for radiation dose reduction - single heart beat CCTA with 2nd generation dual-source CT (DSCT) systems - has been 
introduced recently. Using this scan technique the entire heart is examined in <300 ms due to a very high table speed with a potential for radiation 
dose reduction.
Methods: Single heart beat CCTA was performed in patients with suspected coronary artery disease and with a heart rate ≤60 bpm. An experienced 
CCTA investigator assessed diagnostic image quality on a per-vessel basis by applying a 4-point image quality score (1: non-diagnostic - 4: 
excellent). The image quality was compared with the image quality of the PROTECTION II study, which was used as a historical control group. The 
image quality of PROTECTION II in which conventional CCTA scan protocols were used, was analyzed in the same core-lab with the same image 
quality score.
Results: 123 consecutive patients were included in the current analysis. Mean heart rate during CCTA was 55 ±10 bpm. Mean image quality score 
was 3.35 ±0.65, which is slightly higher than in PROTECTION II, in which the image quality score was 3.29 ±0.67. Image quality was rated diagnostic 
in 97.7% of all coronary arteries. 48.3% of coronary arteries had excellent, 39.9% had good and 10.1% had adequate image quality. The mean DLP 
was 111 ±51 mGy×cm resulting in an estimated radiation dose of 1.5 ±0.7 mSv.
Conclusions: The current analysis shows the high potential of single heart beat dual-source CCTA for radiation dose reduction while maintaining 
high levels of image quality in patients with low heart rates.
